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Abstract

Since 2005 the European Flood Alert System (EFAS) has been producing probabilistic

hydrological forecasts in pre-operational mode at the Joint Research Centre (JRC) of

the European Commission. EFAS aims at increasing preparedness for floods in trans-

national European river basins by providing medium-range deterministic and proba-5

bilistic flood forecasting information from 3 to 10 days in advance, to national hydro-

meteorological services.

This paper is Part 2 of a study presenting the development and skill assessment of

EFAS. In Part 1, the scientific approach adopted in the development of the system has

been presented, as well as its basic principles and forecast products. In the present10

article, two years of existing operational EFAS forecasts are statistically assessed and

the skill of EFAS forecasts is analysed with several skill scores. The analysis is based

on the comparison of threshold exceedances between proxy-observed and forecasted

discharges. Skill is assessed both with and without taking into account the persistence

of the forecasted signal during consecutive forecasts.15

Skill assessment approaches are mostly adopted from meteorology and the analysis

also compares probabilistic and deterministic aspects of EFAS. Furthermore, the utility

of different skill scores is discussed and their strengths and shortcomings illustrated.

The analysis shows the benefit of incorporating past forecasts in the probability analy-

sis, for medium-range forecasts, which effectively increases the skill of the forecasts.20

1 Introduction

The increasing awareness that fluvial floods in Europe constitute a non-negligible threat

to the well-being of the population, prompted the European Commission to trigger the

development of a European Flood Alert System (EFAS) in 2003. After several severe

flood events of trans-national dimensions which struck Europe (EEA, 2003), the Euro-25

pean Commission initiated the development of a system (i.e. EFAS) that could provide
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medium-range pre-alerts for the trans-national river basins in Europe, and could thus

raise preparedness prior to a possible upcoming flood event.

The objective of this work is to assess the skill of this specific operational hydrolog-

ical forecasting system. Skill studies regarding the use of meteorological ensemble

forecasts for producing stream-flow predictions are reported in the literature (Franz et5

al., 2003; Clark and Hay, 2004; Roulin and Vannitsem, 2005; Bartholmes and Todini,

2005; Roulin, 2007), but none to this extent (at least to the knowledge of the authors),

for systems of similar size.

Part 1 (Thielen et al., 2008) of this publication focussed on the larger context within

which the EFAS has been developed. It illustrates the general and technical set-up10

and describes the methodologies and products of EFAS. The present paper (Part 2)

is a broad statistical assessment of EFAS overall forecasting skill over a full two-year

period of existing EFAS operational hydrological forecasts.

Literature on skill scores dates back more than 120 years (Peirce, 1884; Gilbert,

1884) and often “the wheel has been reinvented” leading also to confusing double-15

naming of the same scores (Baldwin, 2004; Stephenson, 2000). Not all skill scores

are equally suited for the EFAS skill assessment and there is no single skill score that

can convey all necessary information; thus sets of skill scores are normally used to

cover a wider spectrum of properties (Baldwin, 2004). However, care should be taken

to avoid being “engulfed in an avalanche of numbers that are never used” (Gordon and20

Shaykewich, 2000). A subset of skill measures for the present study on EFAS skill

assessment was selected. This was subsequently reduced further taking into account

the shortcomings of certain measures that arose during the analysis. The scores used

for this study are mainly described in the literature in the context of meteorological

applications, but, as they deal with continuous variables that are transformed – using25

certain thresholds – into dichotomous events, it was assumed that they are as well

applicable to discharge threshold exceedances as used in EFAS. The reasons leading

to the choice of certain skill scores are outlined in the following.

The first essential aspect was that the chosen skill measure had to be equally repre-
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sentative for different climatic regimes that can be found over Europe. Regarding this

aspect, McBride and Ebert (2000) promote the Hanssen-Kuipers skill score
1

(Hanssen

and Kuipers, 1965) as being independent of the particular distribution of observed pre-

cipitation. Similar characteristics are attributed by Stephenson (2000) to the “odds

ratio”. Goeber (2004) goes even further claiming that only the odds ratio “enables5

a fair comparison of categorical forecasts for different years, regions, events”. Other

scores like the Critical Success Index or CSI (also Thread Score/TS and Gilbert Skill

Score/GSS) (Gilbert, 1884; Schaefer, 1990) or the Heidke (1926) skill score strongly

depend on the frequency of certain (precipitation) events (Ebert and McBride, 1997).

Likewise, Wilson (2001) stated that the Equitable Threat Score or ETS (Schaefer, 1990)10

is a “reasonable” score but that it is not independent from the observed event distribu-

tion.

The second important factor considered here in the choice of skill measures was that

a skill score should be as little as possible influenced by a bias in the forecast, i.e. that it

should be insensitive to over- or under-forecasting. For example, Mason (1989) showed15

that the CSI is highly sensitive to such forecasting biases, whereas the odds ratio

was found to be quite insensitive to them (Baldwin, 2004). In this context, Gandin

and Murphy (1992) defined a score as equitable if random and constant forecasts

result in the same score value, and they do not encourage over- or under-forecasting

as the score is maximised for unbiased forecasts (bias=1). Scores like percentage20

correct (PC) were found to be not equitable as they could be easily “improved” by over-

forecasting. It was, however, stated by Marzban (1998) that there is no such a thing as

a strictly equitable skill score when it comes to forecasting extreme events.

Some of these properties and the final choice of skill scores for this study will be

discussed in Sect. 3. An extensive review on skill scores can be found in Stanski et25

al. (1989), as well as in the works of Murphy (1996, 1997).

This study looks at the past performance of a forecasting system, but also aims to

1
Rediscovered Peirce (1884) skill score also referred to as True Skill Statistic TSS (Flueck,

1987).
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improve the future performance of such a system by making it possible to incorporate

the past experience into the current forecast, thereby allowing the forecaster better to

estimate the probability of a current forecast. This is particularly important for a flood

alert system that covers a heterogeneous area with several river basins and for which

local expertise is not always at hand.5

This paper is structured in the following way: in Sect. 2, a short description of the

data used is given, followed by the description of the methodology in Sect. 3. Results

are presented in Sect. 4 and discussed in Sect. 5, followed by the final conclusions in

Sect. 6.

2 Data10

The deterministic forecasts of the German National Weather Service (DWD) and the

deterministic (EUD) as well as the probabilistic (EUE) forecasts of the European Centre

for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts ECMWF are the input data for EFAS. In the ab-

sence of discharge measurements to set up the initial conditions at the beginning of the

forecasts, a proxy for observed discharge is calculated using observed meteorological15

station data that is provided by the JRC MARSSTAT Unit (internet: http://agrifish.jrc.it).

The data used in EFAS are described in more detail in Part 1 (Thielen et al., 2008).

The present analysis is based on operational EFAS discharge forecast data simu-

lated using the 12:00 UTC weather forecast for the full 25-month period of Januray

2005 to February 2007. Grid cells with upstream area of less than 4000 km
2

are not20

included in the analysis as previous works (Bartholmes et al., 2006) showed that EFAS

skill computed as a function of upstream areas remains similar for areas greater than

4000 km
2
. EFAS skill only deteriorates when going below this threshold, which cor-

responds to the spatial resolution of the meteorological data that were used for the

calibration of the forecasting system.25

In the pre-operational system, only relevant leadtimes of 3 to 10 days are considered,

due to the medium-range pre-alert orientation of EFAS. It is considered that smaller
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leadtimes can be forecasted much better by the national hydro-meteorological ser-

vices. From the technical point of view, it should also be mentioned that for leadtimes

shorter than 3 days, the influence of deterministic initial conditions is still big on the

probabilistic forecasts, and spread (i.e. uncertainty information) is limited. However, in

this study, for completeness of the analysis, discharge forecast data for all leadtimes5

from 1 to 10 days were considered.

First efforts to do this EFAS skill assessment earlier, when less data were available,

had serious shortcomings (i.e. too few events) but now with 2 years of data the results

are statistically more significant.

3 Methodology10

Skill assessment in deterministic stream-flow hydrology normally compares observed

point measurements (discharges at gauging stations) with simulated discharges from

hydrological model output. The Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) is

one of the most used skill scores in hydrology and gives a measure of the discrepancy

between two hydrographs. In order to give meaningful results, this method needs good15

observed data for every point of interest and a single model hydrograph to compare it

against. When it comes to probabilistic skill assessment this kind of skill score is less

useful. Even if it can be used with the mean of a hydrological probabilistic forecast

(Mullusky, 2004), in this study it was decided not to adopt the Nash–Sutcliffe coeffi-

cient because it does not take into account all the probabilistic aspects of the EFAS20

forecasts, and thus omits valuable information. Specifically, probabilistic forecast per-

formance cannot be verified in the same direct way as the deterministic one (i.e. com-

parison of one observed/forecasted value pair per time step). Instead, observed event

frequencies have to be compared to forecasted probabilities, thus necessitating long

enough time-series for a statistically meaningful evaluation.25

In this context, methods adopted from meteorology – where probabilistic forecasts

are already more commonly used – are applied here to assess the skill of EFAS oper-
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ational forecasts. The variables and the tools used in this analysis are explained in the

next paragraphs.

3.1 Variable analysed: the threshold exceedance

In this analysis, EFAS forecasted discharges are not processed as continuous variables

but are reduced to binary events of exceeding or not exceeding a threshold. In other5

words, the maps describing EFAS forecasts analysed here contain only information if

a forecasted discharge in a pixel is above or below a certain threshold. To get to these

thresholds, a long term simulation (1990–2004) with the EFAS hydrological model LIS-

FLOOD (de Roo, 2000; van der Knijff and de Roo, 2006) was performed (using the

same set-up as the operational system) and statistical thresholds were deduced from10

the simulated discharges for every grid cell. This approach has the advantage that any

systematic over- or under-prediction of the model is levelled out (see Part 1, Thielen

et al., 2008). The two thresholds (and definitions) that indicate a probability of flooding

and thus are most important for EFAS forecasts are:

– Severe EFAS alert level threshold (SAL): very high possibility of flooding, poten-15

tially severe flooding expecting

– High EFAS alert level threshold (HAL): high possibility of flooding, bankful condi-

tions or higher expected

In this study, due to the small number of events with discharges greater than the EFAS

SAL during the study period, the analysis results for the SAL threshold were not statis-20

tically significant, and so this paper shows only the results for the HAL events.

3.2 Criterion of persistence

In a medium-range forecasting system like EFAS, a forecast has in most cases several

days of leadtime to a flood event when it is forecasted for the first time. The forecaster

has the possibility to adopt a “wait and see” attitude until the next forecast(s) and only25
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take an event into closer consideration if it is confirmed, i.e. forecasted persistently.

In this study, we tested if the use of a persistence criterion leads also to quantifiable

improvements of the forecast quality.

The following definitions for persistence were used:

A forecast is considered as persistent only if the alert threshold exceedance in a river5

pixel is forecasted continuously on 2 consecutive dates.

In the probabilistic EPS
2
-based forecasts, the persistence criterion is also linked to

a 2nd threshold: a minimum number of EPS members has to be persistently above the

respective alert threshold.

3.3 Contingency tables10

Assuming that the position in time of pairs of forecast (f ) and observation (x) [(fi , xi ),

i=1,n] is negligible, the empirical relative frequency distribution of the analysed sample

“captures all relevant information” (Murphy and Winkler, 1987) and the joint distribution

of f and x can be presented by a 2×2 contingency table (see Table 1).

For the construction of contingency tables, the forecasted discharges are trans-15

formed into dichotomous events (Atger, 2001; Bradley et al., 2004) regarding the follow-

ing criteria: does a discharge exceed the EFAS high alert threshold? Do at least 5, 10,

20 etc. EPS members forecast a discharge exceeding the EFAS high alert threshold?

Is the forecast persistent?

For every combination a contingency table was calculated for each river pixel with20

an upstream area larger than 4000 km
2
. The four fields of the respective contingency

table are illustrated in Table 1. When the persistence criterion is applied, the event is

considered as “Forecasted” if and only if it is forecasted continuously on 2 consecutive

dates. For example, an event with persistence=20 EPS would be only classified as

“Forecasted” if the previous and the present forecasts had at least 20 EPS forecasting25

a discharge greater than the EFAS high alert threshold.

2
Ensemble Prediction System
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3.4 Reliability diagram

The reliability diagram (Wilks, 1995) is used to assess the “reliability” of a probabilistic

forecast of binary events, i.e. it analyses how forecasted and observed event frequen-

cies compare (see Fig. 1). The forecasted event probabilities of the EFAS EPS fore-

casts are plotted on the x-axis against the observed event frequencies of the proxy on5

the y-axis. The closer the data points in this plot are to the 1:1 diagonal line, the more

reliable is the forecast. In the case of perfect reliability, a forecast predicting an event

with X% of the ensemble members would have X% of probability to happen.

3.5 Choice of appropriate skill scores

Taking into account the findings in the literature (see Introduction), the “odds ratio”10

and the Hanssen-Kuipers score (HK) (both equitable) were chosen as skill measures

that do not make explicit use of a comparison to a benchmark forecast (Eq. 1 and 2).

As advocated in Stephenson (2000), these two measures are complemented with the

Frequency Bias (FB) (Eq. 3).

Odds =
ad

bc
range[0,∞],best : ∞ (1)15

HK =
a

a + c
−

b

b + d
range[−1,1],best : 1 (2)

FB =
a + b

a + c
range[0,∞],best : 1 (3)

with a, b, c, d defined as in the contingency table in Table 1.

The Brier skill score (BSS) (Brier, 1950) is widely used in the skill analysis of meteo-

rological probabilistic forecasts. In this study, it was chosen as an inherently probabilis-20

tic and strictly proper score – a score is “proper” when it is optimized for forecasts that

correspond to the best judgement of the forecaster, and it is “strictly proper” if there
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is only one unique maxima (Murphy and Epstein, 1967). Furthermore, the Brier skill

score (a) is a highly compressed score, as it directly accounts for the forecast proba-

bilities without necessitating a contingency table for each probability threshold, and (b)

uses a user-defined benchmark forecast (here, the climatology) (Eq. 4 and 5):

BSS = 1 −
BSf

BSclim

range[−∞,1],best : 1 (4)5

with BS =
1

N

N∑

1

(p − o)2 range[0,1],best : 0 (5)

where p refers to the probability with which an event is forecasted and o is the binary

value of the observation (o=1.0 if the event is observed and o=0.0 if it is not observed).

N is the total number of forecast dates. The underscore f denotes the forecast that is

analysed, while clim stands for climatology.10

As the most intuitive scores, also the probability of detection (POD, Eq. 6) as well as

the frequency of hits (FOH) and frequency of misses (FOM) (Eqs. 7, 8) were chosen:

POD =
a

a + c
range[0,1],best : 1 (6)

FOH =
a

a + b
range[0,1],best : 1 (7)

FOM =
c

a + c
range[0,1],best : 0 (8)15

4 Results

The results obtained from the two-year skill assessment exercise (2005–2007) are pre-

sented first as absolute numbers of the three contingency table fields “hits”(h), “false
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alerts”(f ) and “misses”(m). As the analysed events can be regarded as rare
3
, the fourth

field (d in Table 1) – i.e. “positive reject” – is not shown, as it contains numbers roughly

two magnitudes bigger than the other three fields, and is of far less interest to this anal-

ysis. Due to the very high number of combinations (and thus contingency tables) only

the most representative results are shown.5

4.1 Positive effect of persistence

Figure 2 (top left) shows the number of false alerts (f ) as a function of leadtime for the

deterministic and probabilistic forecasts (>5 EPS, i.e. more than 5 EPS-based simula-

tions giving discharges above EFAS HAL). The effect of using the persistence criterion

(full lines in Fig. 2) is clearly visible as the number of false alerts is reduced by up10

to 70%. On the contrary, hits (h) (Fig. 2 top right) and misses (m) (Fig. 2 bottom)

are far less influenced by persistence. Actually, numbers of hits and misses for the

deterministic EFAS forecasts are hardly changed at all and just for EFAS EPS (EUE)

the hits are reduced while the misses are proportionally increased. However, these

changes become much less significant for higher numbers of EPS and are insignificant15

for forecasts with more than 15 (out of 51) EPS-based simulations above EFAS HAL.

When looking at hits, false alerts and misses for one leadtime, varying only the min-

imum number of EPS that have to exceed HAL for the event to be regarded as “Fore-

casted”, the general behaviour of curves is similar to the example in Fig. 3, where the

number of occurrences is plotted for a leadtime of 4 days. By increasing the minimum20

number of EPS-based simulations forecasting discharges above the EFAS high thresh-

old, the number of false alerts becomes drastically smaller, the number of hits become

smaller to a much lesser extent while the number of misses increase proportionally to

the decrease in the number of hits.

3
EFAS HAL threshold is defined as discharge above the 99th percentile of ranked long term

discharges, see also Part 1
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4.1.1 Frequency of hits (FOH) and frequency of misses (FOM)

Figure 4 shows the frequency of hits (FOH) and frequency of misses (FOM) (see Eqs. 7

and 8) for persistent deterministic forecasts and for 15 persistent EPS members (top)

as well as for 5 and 35 persistent EPS members (bottom) over the HAL threshold.

It can be seen that the FOM for 15 persistent EPS members is lower (higher skill)5

than the FOM of the deterministic forecasts and FOH of EPS is higher (higher skill)

than the FOH of the deterministic forecasts. The FOM for the deterministic forecasts

is always higher than 0.5 (dotted line where number of misses=number of hits, 1:1),

which means that in this case there are always more misses than hits. When waiting

for at least 15 EPS members to forecast an HAL threshold exceedance, also the FOM10

of EPS is always higher than 0.5 (Fig. 4, top). For lower numbers of EPS members the

FOM becomes lower (higher skill) while the FOH for 5 persistent EPS (Fig. 4, bottom)

is as low as for the lowest deterministic forecast. The FOM values of EUE become

similar to the deterministic when waiting for at least 35 EPS members to exceed the

HAL threshold (Fig. 4, bottom).15

4.1.2 Frequency bias

The frequency bias (FB) (Eq. 3) of EFAS discharge forecasts is reported in Fig. 5. The

FB values for the deterministic DWD-based forecasts are higher than the FB values

for the EUD-based forecasts. The lowest FB results were for the EUE-based forecasts.

In general, the FB values calculated with the persistence criterion (full lines) are sig-20

nificantly lower than the ones calculated without taking persistence into consideration

(dotted lines). Furthermore, Fig. 5 shows that there is a general tendency to over-

forecast (i.e. forecast more events than the proxy-observed ones).

For 20 persistent EPS members the bias is around 1 (no bias, or “bias=1” line in

Fig. 5) for the first forecast days but drops below 1 after day 5. For 5 persistent EPS25

members the bias stays between 1.4 and 1.1. DWD and EUD-based forecasts with

persistence have bias values between 1.3 and 2.5.
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4.1.3 Brier skill score

When using the BSS it has to be kept in mind that the interpretation of BSS can be

very sensitive to the choice of the reference climatology (Hamill et al., 2006). To check

this influence on the results of the present analysis, two reference climatologies were

compared. On the one hand, the probability of having discharges greater than EFAS5

high alert threshold (HAL) was set to Pclim=0.00, following the suggestions of Legg

and Mylne (2004), who proposed this climatology for rare events. On the other hand, a

climatology of Pclim=0.01 was used which corresponds to the empirical event frequency

with which the EFAS HAL thresholds (threshold discharge not exceeded in 99% of the

cases) were calculated. The results obtained for these two reference climatologies10

were not significantly different and hence all the diagrams presented hereafter show

BSS using Pclim=0.01.

Resulting values for the BSS median are reported in Fig. 6. The deterministic fore-

casts without the persistence criterion show no skill compared to the reference (clima-

tology), i.e. the BSS is zero. Also, when considering persistence, they show only very15

little skill in the first days. With persistence, the Brier skill score stays around 0.0, and

without persistence it drops steeply after some days of leadtime. The BSS values for

the deterministic DWD- and EUD-based forecasts become negative after leadtimes of

3 days and 5 days, respectively. The BSS median for the EPS-based forecasts (EUE)

shows the highest skill when persistence is not considered and, for all leadtimes, it20

shows higher skill than the deterministic forecasts.

Figure 7 shows the relative frequency of EPS BSS values for leadtimes 3, 6 and

10 days in bins with size 0.2: on the top with no persistence and at the bottom with

persistence of 20 EPS. When looking at these relative frequencies of the EPS BSS

(Fig. 7), one can see that persistence increases the relative frequency of the positive25

BSS values in the lower skill range (BSS values smaller than 0.4). The increase in

relative frequencies of the high BSS values (0.8–1.0) in the case without persistence

(Fig. 7, top) can be regarded as an artefact of the small event probability: if in a pixel
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nothing is observed in 2 years, but the exceedance of HAL with 1 EPS is (wrongly)

forecasted 5 times in the same period, the BSS value is >0.95 for this pixel. This

kind of noise is eliminated by the persistence criterion as can be clearly seen in Fig. 7

(bottom).

The spatial distribution of BSS values with persistence (>5 EPS) is shown in Fig. 8.5

For better visibility distinction is only made between BSS values below zero (red) and

above zero (green, higher skill then the climatology). The results obtained when con-

sidering no persistence (not shown) are very similar. Basically, there is no recogniz-

able spatial pattern and the skill differs largely from river stretch to river stretch. For

example, for the Elbe River, the BSS is very high (with values above 0.5) mostly in its10

downstream reaches, while for the Danube River, BSS values are between 0.2 and

0.4 for upper and lower Danube (and tributaries) and almost zero or even negative for

middle Danube and Tisza (Hungarian tributary).

4.1.4 POD and HK

Figure 9 shows the POD (see Eq. 6), POFD (second term of HK/TSS in Eq. 2) and15

Hanssen-Kuipers skill score (HK or TSS). It can be seen that the POFD is very close

to zero, while POD and HK basically take the same values. This is a consequence of

the fact that for relatively rare events, like the exceedances of the EFAS HAL threshold,

the HK, which is the difference between POD and POFD, is completely dominated by

the POD (as POFD is almost zero due to the high number of “positive rejects”). These20

skill scores all steadily decrease with leadtime. There is almost no difference in perfor-

mance between the deterministic forecasts (based on DWD and EUD), while the scores

calculated for the EUE-based forecasts indicate a much higher skill. Besides, the skill

of EUE for these skill scores is highest when persistence is not considered, and goes

down with increasing persistence thresholds (number of EPS-based simulations ex-25

ceeding EFAS HAL). The values of these scores come close to the deterministic ones

at ca. 30 persistent EPS simulations above EFAS HAL. This is due to the increasing

number of misses and decreasing number of hits for higher persistence thresholds.
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A different picture is obtained for the skill expressed as odds (Fig. 10): the decrease

with leadtime for EUE is steeper than that observed for the POD skill score and, with

increasing persistence thresholds of EPS-based forecasts, the skill score yields higher

(i.e. better) values.

4.2 Reliability diagram5

The reliability diagrams obtained from EFAS forecasts for leadtimes 3, 6 and 10 days

are shown in Fig. 11. The three histograms below the reliability diagram show the

numbers of hits that correspond to the respective relative frequency in the reliability

diagram for the leadtimes 3, 6 and 10 days. These histograms show that every data

point in the reliability diagram is calculated with at least 250 pixels that had a hit.10

It can be seen that for most EPS thresholds the results for EFAS hydrological fore-

casts are below the diagonal (perfect reliability), meaning that during the study period

the EFAS forecasts were over-predicting – i.e. predicting a higher probability than the

actually observed frequency of occurrence. The probability of a hit with 51 EPS mem-

bers predicting a discharge greater than EFAS HAL, is only 80%, and with 48 EPS15

members it is less than 60%.

In Fig. 11, the notion of persistence EPS threshold refers only to the number of

EPS simulations above EFAS HAL in the previous forecast, when the actual forecast

has at least 1 EPS member above HAL. This reveals a result that would have been

obscured by omitting results for EPS numbers smaller than the persistence threshold.20

Namely, with increasing the threshold of EPS exceeding HAL in the previous forecast,

the observed probability to have a hit becomes higher for the lower EPS numbers,

leading to the tendency to under-predict. Actually, if the previous forecast predicted

20 EPS>HAL, the probability of a hit with 3 days leadtime is around 30%, no matter if

the current forecast is 1 or 25 EPS>HAL (see lower diagram in Fig. 11).25
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5 Discussion

Assessing EFAS skill with different skill measures shows different tendencies in the re-

sults, when taking or not taking into account a criterion of persistence of the forecasted

signal in two consecutive forecasts. The frequency bias is influenced positively by the

persistence criterion. Waiting for persistence of at least 5 EPS members, even results5

in decreasing bias (Fig. 5) over leadtime. In general, the use of the persistence crite-

rion leads to a strong decrease of false alerts (f). However, this comes at the cost of

a moderate increase of misses (m), as well as a moderate decrease of hits (h). The

probability to have a hit with a low number of EPS is strongly increased through the

use of the persistence criterion (see Fig. 11). Increasing the threshold for persistent10

EPS members, the skill expressed as odds increases, while the scores BSS, POD and

HK (TSS) decrease. The odds skill score decreases with leadtime and increases for

increasing EPS thresholds. The interpretation of the results obtained with complex skill

scores is not straightforward. One should be aware of the specific behaviour of each

skill score and their tendency to be strongly influenced by one of the fields of the con-15

tingency table. Therefore, it is very important to look also at the absolute numbers from

the contingency tables, as well as to consider simple skill measures like FOH, FOM

and POD that give a direct idea of the ratios between the fields of a contingency table.

The fact that the events studied here – forecasted discharges greater than EFAS

high alert level (HAL) – are events that, by definition, should not occur very often in a20

two-year study period, influenced the whole analysis. Not always were there enough

events in a pixel to fill all the fields of the contingency tables, which made it impossible

to calculate skill scores like odds or HK that need values greater than zero in all fields.

Additionally, even when all fields were filled in, we often faced the fact that the number

of hits, false alerts, and misses was very low and, consequently, the number of positive25

rejects was very high – i.e. in the order of two magnitudes higher than hits, false alerts

and misses. For skill scores like the HK, this meant that it was principally reduced to

the same values as POD.
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In the analysis, the skill of EFAS hydrological forecasts using DWD meteorological

data as input is in general lower than the one obtained with ECMWF products. This

result might be due to a scaling issue: the spatial resolution of the DWD data used

in EFAS is much higher than the spatial resolution of the JRC-MARS observed mete-

orological data that was used to calibrate the EFAS LISFLOOD model and to define5

a proxy for observed discharges in the skill assessment. The spatial resolution of

ECMWF data was much more similar to the resolution of the JRC-MARS data. It is ex-

pected that forecasted precipitation intensities are higher at higher spatial resolutions.

Given this, it seems plausible that the EFAS discharges simulated with DWD data as

input were sometimes too high (compared with the proxy-observed ones), resulting in10

a relatively higher number of false alerts, while the number of hits and misses was

very similar to the results based on ECMWF data. This aspect needs to be further

investigated, and is beyond the scope of this paper.

In the probabilistic forecasting framework, it is of high importance for the forecaster

to know the probability that a forecasted event will happen. This study shows that the15

assumed equi-probability (i.e. reliability) of predictions from EPS in meteorology - which

assumes that if 5 out of 50 EPS members forecast an event, there is a 10% chance

for the event to happen – is not linearly translated into the hydrological probabilistic

forecasts issued by EFAS. There are in fact strong biases (see Sect. 4.2) between the

observed and expected frequencies.20

It was shown that in the case of EFAS forecasts the probability of a current forecast is

heavily conditioned by the probability that was forecasted in the previous forecast. The

use of the persistence criterion successfully incorporates this information from past

forecasts into the present EFAS forecast.

This study aims at analyzing the past performance of EFAS forecasts regarding a25

proxy for observed discharges. It has no ambitions on identifying at which point (in river

location, forecasting leadtime, upstream area or number of EPS-based simulations

forecasting the event) there is a skill in the forecasts. Skill scores are applied to a

two-year period of existing operational forecasts in order to obtain a first picture of
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the performance of the forecasting system on a European scale. However, it must be

stressed that the notion of skill and quality of a forecasting system depends heavily

on the needs and acceptable trade-offs of the end-user. For a system like EFAS,

aimed at complementing local forecasts issued by different hydrological services in

different countries and river basins, the role of the end-user in defining references and5

thresholds to be used in skill assessment studies is crucial. In this context, the general

goal is to build skill scores that are tailored to the specific needs of the user and that

will contribute to increase the utility (and economic value) of a forecast

Additionally, it must be noted that although the “number-crunching” exercise as per-

formed in this study tried to mimic the behaviour of the human EFAS forecaster (notably10

by introducing a persistence criterion when flagging an event as a “forecasted” one),

all efforts in this regard can only be done to a certain degree. It is certainly difficult

(maybe even impossible) to translate into objective rules the expertise of the forecaster.

Over the past two years, EFAS performance in terms of success rate of external alerts

sent out to national authorities, whenever EFAS forecasts a potential flood situation,15

showed a hit rate of roughly 80%, much higher than what is indicated in the results of

this study. Such a high performance was mainly achieved by the gaining of experience

of the EFAS forecast team over time, as well as by the adoption of a more conserva-

tive attitude when sending out EFAS alerts, through which the number of false alerts

was lowered drastically. Therefore, the results of this study should be taken as indica-20

tive of the system’s performance, and the reader should bear in mind that they have a

tendency to be more pessimistic than what has been observed in the past two years.

Finally, it should be noted that the verification of forecasts against observed flood

events that are spread all over Europe is quite a complicated task. At such large scale

of action, any observed data (real or proxy) will hardly include all observed flood events,25

and the introduction of a bias from taking into account too few misses is practically

inevitable.
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6 Conclusions

This study presents the statistical analysis of two full years of operational EFAS fore-

cast data with different skill scores. It showed that the use of a persistence criterion,

which considers the persistence of the forecasted signal in consecutive forecasts, can

have a positive influence (i.e., false alert reduction) on the deterministic as well as the5

probabilistic EFAS EPS-based forecasts. Absolute numbers of hits, misses and false

alerts were reported and different skill scores were analysed. The study highlighted

some problems with using more complex skill scores for hydrological ensemble appli-

cations and advocates the use of simple intuitively understandable skill scores. The

use of EPS in hydrological forecasting proved to be of great added value to a flood10

early warning system, as the EPS-based forecasts showed in general higher skill than

the deterministic-based ones.

As expected from such a global approach at a European scale, there are significant

differences in skill for different rivers. This is linked to the different hydro-meteorological

conditions encountered in European trans-national river basins, but also to calibration15

issues (data scarcity and not equally representative in space) and varying skill in the

meteorological forecast input.

Finally, the findings of this study will be incorporated into the pre-operational EFAS

at a pixel basis. The aim is to give the forecaster the possibility to assess past perfor-

mance of the system at any time and to give guidance to the forecaster in estimating20

the forecast probability of an event to happen. The first step to assign a probability to

EFAS flood forecasts might come from the results indicated in the reliability diagrams

that were presented in this study. A second step will go further, with the incorporation of

weather forecasts from different types (deterministic and probabilistic weather predic-

tions). The general idea is to treat the deterministic forecasts as part of the ensemble25

probabilistic forecasting system by assigning them a weight and then assessing the

resulting total probability of the ensemble flood forecasts.
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Table 1. Contingency table for the forecast verification of given dichotomous events.

     Observed (Proxy) 

 YES NO  

YES a (HIT)  b (FA) a+b 

 

Forecasted 

NO c (MISS) d (CR) c+d 

  a+c b+d a+b+c+d 
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Fig. 1. Schematic reliability diagram.
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Fig. 2. Absolute numbers of “false alerts f” (top left),“hits h” (top right) and “misses m” (bottom)

for deterministic forecasts (DWD and EUD) and at least 5 EPS>HAL (EUE) over leadtime, with

(full line) and without (dottetd line) persistence.
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Fig. 3. Absolute numbers reporting the three contingency table fields “hits” (h [x]), “false alerts”

(f [+]) and “misses” (m [o]) for at least 5 EPS in the previous forecasts at leadtime 4 days.
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Fig. 4. Frequency of hits (FOH) [x] and frequency of misses (FOM) [o] for deterministic per-

sistence and 15 EPS persistent (top) and 5 and 35 EPS persistent (bottom). 1:1 line means

number of misses=number of hits (for FOM) and number of false alerts=number of hits (for

FOH).
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Fig. 5. Frequency bias over leadtime for EUD, DWD and EUE with no, 5 and 20 persistent EPS.
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Fig. 6. BSS median over leadtime. For deterministic forecasts with and without persistence

and for the EUE with 0, 5 and 20 persistent EPS.
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Fig. 7. Relative frequency distribution of Brier skill score (BSS) values (0=no skill, 1=perfect

forecast). 1 curve per leadtime. Top no persistence, bottom 20 EPS persistent.
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Fig. 8. Areal distribution of BSS median values for 6 days of leadtime and persistence

(>5 EPS).
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Fig. 9. POD and POFD (top) and Hanssen-Kuipers (HKTSS) (bottom), for both deterministic

forecasts based on EUD and DWD and for 15 persistent EPS (EUE).
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Fig. 10. Skill measures of odds over leadtime for EUD, DWD, 5 persistent EPS (top) and

25 persistent EPS (bottom).
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Fig. 11. Reliability diagrams for the cases that the previous forecast had <5EPS (upper dia-

gram), or ≥20 EPS (lower diagram). In each diagram 3 leadtimes (3, 6, 10 days) are reported.

Points on the diagonal line have perfect reliability (i.e. forecasted probability=observed fre-

quency). In the small histograms the absolute number of hits for each EPS number threshold

that was used to create the reliability diagrams is reported.
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